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so, let’s begin with the introduction. the introduction of full loot. this is not a new feature, but it has been a part of the game since day one. the addition of full loot, however, now creates opportunities for greater rewards and a more exciting experience for players at all levels. we want to make the same game that we have been
delivering since the beginning better than it ever has been before. • perks. these new perks will be a part of loot and will be laid out on the ground. players will be able to pick them up and use them. the selection will be randomized, which will make finding the perfect perk more exciting. • the supply drop. this is a new part of the

game. players will be able to loot from the supply drop containers that will be placed on the ground and can be found in both public and private events. players will be able to loot from these containers and will receive a random supply drop to use as a loot resource. it is a pleasure to announce that we have decided to make the cz 75a
(premium) compatible with fallen hero. this is due to the fact that it offers the same damage output and has a similar target profile to the cz 75 (champion). this will also allow the cz 75a to be used on the default target setting, rather than the ‘hyper’ setting, which is currently unavailable for this weapon. this further improves the cz

75a’s already excellent utility. these changes should also provide the cz 75a with more versatility in the mid-range. it should now be possible to utilise the cz 75a's high recoil as a substitute for a slow-firing weapon, increasing its utility and versatility, especially if in conjunction with other weapons.
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